
WRITING A NURSING RESUME

Write a professional Nursing resume today with the help of Resume Genius' For more guidance, check out our other
nursing resumes and cover letters!.

Do align the text flush left and make use of bullet points. This article will help you understand the basics of
resume writing and provide education-level specific tips on how to make your resume stand out to health care
recruiters. Next up â€” your Professional Experience. Each contributes to making the resume more attractive
in unique ways. Keep in mind that a certification is different from a certificate. Do you have a knack for
dealing with irritable patients? The resume serves as the first impression you make on an employer. Please, no
fancy fonts - teachers in general are conservative people Use keywords. Here is an example of a statement
written as a simple duty: Supervised unit of a large psychiatric facility. Keep all your communication polite
and professional. Consistently commended for delivering patient-centered, quality critical care. These
educational residence experiences are similar to professional work experience listed on experienced nurse
resumes so starting with the education section first on entry-level nursing resumes is not only logical but
simple to do. For your resume, your goal is to show the attributes that make you similar to an RN you admire.
Completed training in management of assaultive behaviors and psychotropic-medication administration.
Remember, the key part of writing a resume is that it should be clear and easy to read. So draw attention to
your empathy, interpersonal communication skills, physical endurance, and other soft skills. A nurse resume
template like this uses more colors and gives you the ability to create more sections to express your
personality. Member of multidisciplinary healthcare teams known for excellent clinical skills; ability to remain
calm under pressure; and strengths in making swift, correct decisions in emergency situations. Share details,
such as administering specific medication, monitoring symptoms, and diagnosing complex cases. Use data on
average salaries for the job title in your area. Licensed to practice in California, and possess a BS in Nursing.
Quantification will give the hiring manager a clearer picture of your skills and abilities because of the scope it
provides. Any text that is centered interrupts the flow of the document. No matter what layout you choose for
your nursing resume, here are some solid guidelines to follow: Chose a resume layout that does not center
your text. If yes, how did your duties contribute to their success? Get creative in your job search. Seeking to
leverage proven case management skills to assist your hospital. We did say avoid jargon, but keywords are
universal signifiers that are used in your profession. Be Prepared To Negotiate. Knowledge of psychotropic
medication administration, management and training. Did you help your nursing manager or other team
members implement better patient care policies? Do you know how to negotiate a salary? View Templates
Registered Nurse Advice The registered nurse resume examples below have been created to help you build
your own resume for RN jobs. Instead, tell employers how many patients you managed at once. Whenever
possible, back up your requests with clear, objective data.


